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Many parents feel 
overwhelmed by the 
prospect of travel, 
despite wanting to take 
more family trips.

Brands that provide 
tailored support for 
this key audience have 
an opportunity to 
earn traveling families’ 
long-term loyalty.

Executive Summary

Family travelers are an important and underserved audience. They experience unique challenges and 
barriers while planning, preparing for and taking trips, which either force them to do extra work to find 
their own solutions or ultimately deter them from traveling altogether.

When families do stay home, travel brands are missing out on a significant source of revenue — past 
research has estimated that family travel accounts for 35% of all domestic travel in the United States 
and that families spend more while they’re on the road than those traveling without children.

To connect with families and encourage them to travel, brands in the industry must understand the 
barriers they face and develop products and services tailored toward making the experience easier 
from start to finish.

Morning Consult’s family travel report, Are We There Yet?, examines the attitudes, behaviors and 
expectations of parents who travel with children under the age of 18. Based on survey interviews with 
more than 4,400 U.S. adults, this report provides insight into how these consumers interact with the 
travel industry and what they want from brands. This report also gives voice to the consumer, including 
quotes throughout from parents who shared stories of their families’ travel experiences — the good, the 
bad and the ugly.

https://www.travelpulse.com/news/features/new-family-travel-research-confirms-high-value-market.html
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2
Complicated logistics and time 
to prep are critical roadblocks to 
family travel

From scheduling to high costs to lugging 
car seats through the airport, parents 
experience many barriers and frustrations 
when they travel. Travel companies that can 
assist with logistical considerations or help 
streamline planning and preparation will win 
parents’ favor.

R E A D  M O R E

Key Takeaways

1
Parents want to travel more 
with their children but need 
additional help from brands 
to do so

Parents traveling with their kids make up a 
significant share of the traveling public, but 
they don’t always feel understood or well 
served by travel companies. Brands can 
ease the burden on traveling families 
through tailored products and services.

R E A D  M O R E

3
Accessibility and transparency 
will help brands win loyal 
customers for life 

Travel companies can serve as trusted 
partners to parents throughout their travel 
journey, but to do so, they must acknowledge 
traveling families’ challenges and 
demonstrate they’re ready to help.

R E A D  M O R E
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Understanding Family 
Travelers

S ECTION 1

Parents who travel with their kids face multiple barriers in 
pursuit of the often elusive goal of escape and relaxation
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domestic flight
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vacation rental
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bus or train
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international flight

Go on a cruise

Families are just as likely to travel as the general public

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

If you believe the old stereotypes, having a baby means 
that life as you once knew it is over. And while in many 
ways that may be true, when it comes to travel, parents 
aren’t necessarily slowing down once they have little 
ones in tow.

The majority of parents said they take at least one trip a 
year with their children: 6 in 10 said they take a road trip, 
and just over half said they stay at a hotel in the United 
States. While families undertake other travel activities, 
like taking a flight or staying at a vacation rental, slightly 
less frequently, that’s true of Americans in general. In 
fact, when comparing travel activities, parents are about 
equally as likely to engage in all travel behaviors with 
their kids each year as U.S. adults are in general.

Parents of children under 18 were asked 
how many times they do the following* each 

year with their children:

U.S. adults were asked how many times 
they do the following each year:

“Any trip that has lasted longer than 3.5 hours 
starts to turn into a bad time. They will start 
crying and want to get out of the car even 
though we are driving.”

— Parent of two kids under age 5

1-2 3-6 7 or more

34%
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20%

19%

10%

9%

9%

19%

14%

7%

5%

8%

5%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Families are slightly 
more likely to stay at 
a short-term vacation 

rental than the 
general public.

*Figures represent domestic travel where not specified
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To relax

To escape/get away

To spend time with friends and/or family

To experience adventure

To improve mental health

To seek out cultural experiences
(such as through food, art, music, history)

To attend a specific event (such as a
festival, sporting event, concert)

To check a location off a bucket list

To experience luxury

To improve physical health

Parents aren’t driven by unique priorities in travel — like all travelers, they primarily 
want to relax, get away and spend time with friends and family. In fact, the ranking of 
travel motivators among parents traveling with their kids is nearly identical to the 
ranking among travelers in general.

But relaxation is an elusive goal for families. Parenting is stressful, and while many 
travelers without kids can leave work or home responsibilities behind when they’re 
on a trip, parents are simply parenting in a different location. Traveling with their kids 
means taking their biggest responsibilities along with them.

A key difference for traveling families is the number of challenges they face. These 
difficulties aren’t one size fits all — they’re often driven by the ages of children. In 
fact, a child’s age is more likely to influence travel challenges and approaches than 
any demographic factor of the parents. But ultimately, no matter how old the kids 
are, parents find some aspects of travel frustrating, and brands in the category have 
an opportunity to help them navigate barriers to have a better experience. This 
support could encourage more families to hit the road more frequently.

Primary travel motivators for parents when traveling with their children

Like all travelers, parents just want to relax and escape

Parents of young 
children (under 
age 5) are less 

likely to say they 
travel to escape/ 

get away.

12%

14%

18%

19%

27%

31%

53%

60%

61%

65%

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

“We took my son to my in-laws’ for Christmas. We spent more time loading and 
unloading the car than we did with family. He screamed the entire time.”

— Parent of one child under age 5
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Parents of young children are most likely to be deterred from traveling

Shares who said they find each of the following so difficult they are deterred from doing it:Travel with kids is clearly daunting — parents are much more likely to say that all 
aspects of travel are difficult when they have their children with them. That 
increased difficulty, in many cases, keeps them from engaging in certain aspects 
of travel altogether.

The most notable differences relate to air travel (both domestic and international) 
and package tours, suggesting that these are areas where parents need the most 
help to break down barriers to travel successfully.

These challenges are especially acute among families with the youngest children 
(under the age of 5). Babies, toddlers and preschoolers require an overwhelming 
amount of time and attention, even in the comfort of one’s own home. On the 
road, parents also need to think about if and how to lug the necessary gear (car 
seats, highchairs, strollers and the like), how to keep kids entertained, where to 
find a clean bathroom, the potential embarrassment of behavioral issues — not to 
mention the expense of extra tickets and meals when things like child care, 
formula and diapers are already draining budgets. It makes sense that parents of 
young children are the most likely to say that engaging in each travel activity with 
their kids is so difficult that they don’t do it at all.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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Parents, when it comes to traveling in general
Parents, when it comes to traveling with their kids
Parents of young kids, when it comes to traveling with their kids

Taking a 
trip by car

Staying at a 
hotel

Going to an 
amusement park

Staying at a 
short-term  

vacation rental

Domestic 
air travel

Going on a cruise

Going on a tour with 
a travel company

International 
air travel

“I had to carry not only my child but luggage, car seat, diaper bag and other 
items through the airport with no accommodation. It wasn’t until almost 
reaching my destination I was offered a ride by cart to retrieve my belongings.”

— Parent of one elementary-aged child
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Barriers to travel among parents who wish they could travel more with their kids

Cost is the primary barrier to family travel, but other factors are also at play

72%

41%

18% 15% 15%
8% 6% 6%

It's too expensive Schedules (work, school,
extracurriculars) won't allow it

It's too chaotic Don't have
time to plan

Don't have enough
help with children

Family members have
travel restrictions

(medical needs, disabilities)

Family members
don't l ike traveling

Family members can't
agree on a destination

Among parents who said they wished they could travel more with their kids, cost is by far the greatest obstacle. Travel in general requires disposable income, and paying full price 
for children can be hard to swallow, especially if they’re consuming less or taking up less space. Helping families to plan and budget accordingly is an important first step, but 
offering savings in the form of discounted fares for children may go further in encouraging families to book a trip.

There are other barriers at play as well, though the share who cited specific barriers varied based on their children’s ages. For example, parents of kids across all age groups said 
that cost is a challenge, but those with older kids were more like to say that schedules are too difficult to manage. Parents of the youngest kids, on the other hand, were more likely 
to say it’s too chaotic (25%) and that they don’t have enough help with their children (26%). Encouragingly, only a small share said that their families are unable to agree on a 
destination or that they dislike traveling altogether.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

“I hate when I pay full price 
at buffets and [my son] 
doesn’t eat much at all.”

— Parent of one 
elementary-aged child

Parents of teens 
were the most 

likely to cite busy 
schedules as

a barrier.

Parents of young children were more likely to say 
chaos and lack of help with kids are barriers.
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Respondents were asked how they feel about traveling with their children

Despite the hurdles, most parents wish they could travel more

Though they are often deterred from traveling, parents 
don’t write it off altogether. In fact, a clear majority — no 
matter what age their children are — said they wish they 
could do it more.

Herein lies the opportunity for brands in the travel 
industry: The interest exists, but the barriers are plentiful, 
so simply helping to solve some of the challenges 
parents face when planning and traveling will likely 
encourage higher participation in the category. 

In short, the brands that can make travel easier and more 
accessible for families will gain customers, build trust and 
earn loyalty.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

66%

66%

66%

66%

31%

29%

32%

31%

5%

All parents

Parents of young children

Parents of elementary-aged children

Parents of teens

I wish I could do it more I do it the right amount I wish I could do it less

“We went to a hotel in the Keys, and it was 
nothing like it was described.”

— Parent of one elementary-aged child and 
one teen
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Parents want to travel 
with their kids, but it’s 
easier said than done

When parents opt out of a vacation with their kids, it isn’t for lack of desire. Most 
wish they could travel with their children more frequently, but they need extra 
support to do so.

Relaxation and escape are the top travel goals, but they’re difficult for 
parents to achieve.

Parents find air travel to be particularly challenging with kids.

Families with younger children are most likely to be put off from 
travel altogether.

Cost is a key barrier and is even more concerning now, given current 
economic conditions.

WHA T MA TTERS
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Challenges for Parents

S ECTION 2

Parents need more time to plan and prepare than the 
average traveler due to the extra logistics involved with 
vacationing as a family 
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Parents were asked who benefits when traveling for the following purposes:

Travel-planning parents have many people to please
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To improve physical health

To improve mental health

To relax

To check a location off a bucket list

To escape/get away

To experience luxury

To attend a specific event (such as a 
festival, sporting event, concert)

To seek out cultural experiences (such
as through food, art, music, history)

To experience adventure

To spend time with friends and/or family

Primarily me Primarily my children Primarily someone else Everyone on the trip

One of the first things a new parent learns is that their needs often take 
a back seat to their child’s. Such is the case in travel planning as well —
parents planning a family trip have many people to please. When it 
comes to all travel purposes, a plurality of parents agreed that everyone 
in the family benefits equally from the goal of the trip, with the most 
likely crowd pleasers being spending time with friends and family, 
experiencing adventure and soaking in new cultures.

However, there are some travel goals that benefit certain family 
members more than others. Health and relaxation tend to be seen as 
benefiting parents more, while adventure, events and culture are more 
likely perceived to benefit the child.

Interestingly, even though their children may be too young to remember 
a particular trip, parents of the youngest kids were generally no less 
likely than others to say their kids are the primary beneficiaries of travel. 
This suggests parents see value in the voyage for even the tiniest of 
travelers, but also adds another layer of stress, as young children 
represent another set of needs that must be considered.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

“Stayed in an Airbnb that said they had a room for children, 
but they did not. My kids had to sleep with me.”

— Parent of one child under 5 and one elementary-aged child
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When parents were asked to rank the relative difficulty of certain aspects of 
travel, time spent traveling topped the charts as the most difficult. That is 
consistent across all ages — children grow out of the “crying baby on a 
plane” phase, but they quickly turn into “tweens fighting in the back seat on a 
road trip,” which strikes similar levels of fear in the hearts of parents. But it’s 
not just the time in transit that’s tough; finding and booking transportation 
ranked second in terms of difficulty level. This suggests transportation brands 
— airlines in particular — have the furthest to go to help parents.

Accommodation companies are not off the hook, though; the time spent 
at an accommodation ranked third in difficulty, and finding or booking 
accommodations was among the top two most difficult for more than a 
quarter of parents.

On the other hand, parents tended to agree that planning is relatively easy —
from the when and where of the trip to the activities the family will engage in. 
Brands can tailor their messaging to parents during this less stressful aspect 
of the travel planning process and connect with them using a more 
lighthearted and positive tone.

Time spent in transit is the most challenging for traveling families
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Time spent traveling

Finding and booking
transportation

Time spent at
 accommodation

Packing

Finding and booking
accommodation

Planning activities

Planning when and
where to travel

EASIEST HARDEST

“We hit a tornado on the way there, and on the way back, my daughter 
kept pooping her pants with nowhere to stop.”

— Parent of one child under 5 and one elementary-aged child

Parents were asked to rank the following aspects of travel from easiest to hardest:

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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Everything takes more time, which is in short supply for parents

Ranking near the middle of the difficulty scale is packing, and it’s an area where 
travelers seek a lot of guidance  — scores of blog posts, TikTok videos and 
Pinterest images lay out approaches to packing for all kinds of trips, both with 
and without children.

To be clear, packing is time-consuming for parents and nonparents alike. When 
asked to estimate how many hours it takes to pack for a typical trip, U.S. adults 
averaged just under three and a half hours. Parents, however, add nearly three 
extra hours on average when also packing for their kids.

Time is precious to busy parents, so resources that can help them cut down on 
this effort are highly valued. This is an area where travel companies can help in 
multiple ways. For example, creating tailored content for specific trips with 
suggested packing and prep lists would shave precious time from parents’ 
packing efforts. Beyond content, brands may offer supplies on-site for customers 
(for example, strollers, sound machines or blackout curtains) to alleviate the 
need to consider those elements in the packing process.

Parents were asked how many hours it takes for them to pack for a trip

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

3.32 hours

6.08 hours

Time packing for themselves

Time packing for themselves and for their children

“My luggage never came, and I was without diapers 
for my 3-month-old.”

— Parent of four elementary-aged children
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Given the logistics at play, parents plan ahead

Shares who said they will do the following within three months of their trip:When planning a trip, parents need to work to juggle multiple schedules. 
This, in addition to their cost-consciousness, means they tend to plan their 
trips and book farther in advance than adults in general.

This is especially true when it comes to booking transportation and 
accommodation. While nearly 7 in 10 U.S. adults said they will book 
transportation within three months of travel, only 62% of parents will do 
so. And there is a similar, though slightly smaller, gap when it comes to 
booking accommodation — 68% of all adults will book within three months 
of travel, while only 63% of parents said the same. 

For travel brands, this means parents’ path to purchase begins and ends 
slightly earlier, and brands must target a different window for parents than 
they do for nonparents. Reaching them farther in advance of their trip will 
align best with their planning approach.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

57%

57%

69%

68%

70%

Research destinations

Select a destination

Book transportation

Book accommodation

Book activities

All U.S. adults Parents

“The room was small and did not have any kitchen amenities or 
ample space. There was not much room for the children to spread 
out, and it made everything much more stressful.”

— Parent of one child under 5 and one elementary-aged child
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Planning and preparing 
for a trip is slightly 
different in time and 
scope for parents

Logistical considerations and the need to please many parties mean that parents need 
to spend extra time prepping for travel.

Parents see most travel goals as benefiting everyone in the family, so they are 
weighing the needs of multiple constituents while planning.

Almost all aspects of the travel experience are challenging to parents, but time 
spent in transit ranks as the most difficult.

Given the many logistics at play, parents tend to plan travel farther in advance 
than nonparents.

WHA T MA TTERS
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Opportunities for Brands

S ECTION 3

The challenges families face while traveling translate to brand, 
product and messaging opportunities
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Travel companies must root their brands in transparency to connect with families

While parents were happy to share their horror stories, family travel isn’t entirely 
doom and gloom. When asked to recount a particularly good trip, many parents 
talked about happy memories, seeing the kids getting along and sharing good times 
together. Within that context, several mentioned their interactions with brands —
great customer service or a company that went above and beyond — suggesting 
that travel companies can materially impact a family’s trip in a positive way.

Generally, parents agree that most major travel brands are at least somewhat family-
friendly, although accommodation companies (hotels and short-term rentals) were, 
on average, more likely to be viewed as such than transportation brands (airlines, 
trains and buses).

A correspondence analysis measuring various brand attributes of major travel 
companies also revealed that family-friendliness has a slightly different meaning for 
parents versus nonparents. For parents, “family-friendly” was most closely associated 
with attributes of transparency, trustworthiness and approachability. Nonparents also 
associated family-friendliness with approachability, as well as fun. This finding has 
branding and positioning implications for travel companies — rooting a brand in fun 
may feel like the right approach to connect with families, but what really moves the 
needle for parents is honesty, approachability and delivering on promises.

Placement of attributes is based on the relative relationship of each attribute to “family-friendly,” based 
on a correspondence analysis measuring the 10 attributes above for 11 travel & hospitality brands. Larger 
circles closer to the center represent a stronger relationship with family-friendliness.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

Brand attributes most closely associated with family-friendliness among parents

Fun

Convenient

FAMILY-
FRIENDLY

Luxurious

Transparent

Approachable Trustworthy

Great
customer
service

Innovative

Affordable

“When I arrived, I was informed that the room I had booked was not available, and 
I was accommodated with a king suite. The staff was very friendly and helpful.”

— Parent of one elementary-aged child
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Accommodation companies can develop new product offerings to meet families’ needs

Amenities — the availability or lack thereof — are very important to the family travel 
experience. When it comes to accommodation, there was only one amenity 
measured (on-site babysitting or a kids’ club) that fewer than half of parents said 
would be desirable. 

The most popular on-site amenities included free Wi-Fi, a kitchen or access to food, 
a pool and family-friendly entertainment, each of which was deemed at least 
“somewhat desirable” by more than 9 in 10 parents.

The strongest responses — those who said a particular amenity was “very desirable” 
— reveal differences in preference based on children’s ages. For example, parents of 
younger kids are more likely to want ways to keep their children occupied or access 
to gear they may not want to pack. Families with older children, on the other hand, 
put more emphasis on having a pool.

Many of these features are an important part of the decision-making process when 
families choose between hotels and short-term vacation rentals, particularly access 
to kitchens and separate spaces for sleeping and socializing. For this reason, families 
are often swayed toward short-term rentals; hotel brands that want to entice families 
should either offer options to meet these needs, like the ability to book a two-room 
suite, or provide other higher-priority amenities on the list to compensate.

Shares who said the following would be “very desirable” 
at an accommodation:

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

15% 25% 35% 45% 55% 65% 75%

All parents Parents of
young children

Parents of
elementary-aged
children

Parents
of teens

Free Wi-Fi

Kitchen amenities

A pool

Access to food/snacks
Family-friendly 

in-room entertainment
A playground/
outdoor space

Separate spaces for 
sleeping and relaxing

Laundry

Tips/ideas for activities

Books/toys/games to 
rent/borrow

Grocery delivery
Gear for kids to 

rent/borrow

Fitness equipment

On-site babysitting 
services or kids' club

“The room divided the space between a living area and the room itself …
it was phenomenal for staying with children and made the vacation much 
less stressful.”

— Parent of two children under age 5
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Families’ most desired transportation amenities are price-centric

When it comes to transportation — planes, trains and buses — there is slightly 
less demand for amenities, but there are still some things families universally 
agree on. Free Wi-Fi tops the list for parents, as it does for most types of 
travelers, but the second most preferred feature is the ability to book seats 
together without paying extra. Families are already cost-conscious, so they are 
especially cognizant of extra charges and fees that add up. An airline or other 
transportation provider that automatically allows families to reserve seats 
together will go far in earning loyalty. 

As with accommodation amenities, parents of younger children have some 
unique needs when it comes to transportation and are more likely to say that 
options like kid-friendly meals, safety gear (such as car seats) and a place for 
their little ones to sleep on long journeys are desirable. 

Airlines in particular should use this list of amenities to inspire product and 
service offerings — most parents agree that flying with their kids is difficult, no 
matter what their ages, and airlines are generally regarded as less family-
friendly than accommodation brands. Airlines that can raise the bar and meet 
families’ needs have an opportunity to be seen as a partner to parents and gain 
long-term trust and loyalty. 

Shares who said the following would be “very desirable” 
on modes of transportation:

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

15% 25% 35% 45% 55% 65% 75%

All parents Parents of
young children

Parents of
elementary-aged
children

Parents
of teens

Free Wi-Fi

Ability to book 
seats together

Special fares for children

Kid-friendly meals

Entertainment on board

Access to safety gear 
(such as car seats)

A place for kids to sleep

Play area in airport/transit

Books/toys/games to 
rent/borrow

Dedicated space
for nursing

Babysitting service 
on board

Priority boarding

“The pilot of our airplane let our kids see where he flew the plane and 
gave them gold wings. Only the pilot has gold wings to give out. This 
made their day!”

— Parent of one elementary-aged child and one teen
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There are myriad 
opportunities for travel 
companies to better 
cater to families

Simple changes to messaging and product and service offerings can help travel 
companies better serve families.

To be perceived as family-friendly, travel companies should root their brands in 
transparency, honesty and accessibility.

Accommodation brands should elevate key amenities like free Wi-Fi and kitchen 
access in messaging, and develop additional product offerings targeted toward 
parents of children at different ages.

Brands in the transportation space have the most work to do to be regarded as 
family-friendly and should focus on the amenities and services parents need most.

WHA T MA TTERS
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Travel companies that meet families’ unanswered needs stand to gain new 
customers, win trust and build long-term loyalty

Families want to travel together, and in many cases they do. But they experience more barriers and challenges than those hitting the 
road without kids.

From deciding on a destination to final departure, parents have a lot to consider and plan for when traveling. This is particularly true for 
parents of younger children — a life stage in which the idea of traveling is the most daunting. In many cases, though, a bit of help would 
go a long way in smoothing out the whole travel experience.

Travel companies should focus on and account for these needs to engage families who are eager but intimidated. Brands can start with 
the youngest travelers, welcoming them to the category and setting them (and their parents) up for a successful experience to ensure 
that their attempts at travel aren’t one and done. As children get older, their needs change, and family dynamics evolve; a truly family-
friendly travel brand can offer tailored experiences to keep them coming back for more. In short, catering to families in general will set 
brands apart, but answering unique requirements based on children’s ages will truly differentiate them.

Offering content, products and experiences that answer families’ most pressing needs throughout their journeys will open the door to 
repeat purchases — and ultimately build long-term trust and loyalty.

WHA T IT  MEA NS
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The Data Behind the 
Report
Methodology and about the author
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About the Report 
& Methodology
Morning Consult’s family travel report examines the attitudes, behaviors and 
expectations of parents who travel with their children.

Methodology

The research fueling this project was drawn from two surveys fielded Sept. 24-28, 
2022, among representative samples of 2,210 to 4,420 U.S. adults each, with 
unweighted margins of error of up to +/-2 percentage points.

Research Intelligence

Morning Consult helps you understand your brand, competitors and market in a way 
traditional research companies can’t. We survey tens of thousands of people across 
the globe on more than 4,000 brands and products every day. Get actionable insights 
into what consumers think, see and say about your brand and products.

L E A R N  M O R E

https://morningconsult.com/product/research-intelligence/
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L I N D S E Y  R O E S C H K E

Travel & Hospitality Analyst

Lindsey Roeschke is the travel & hospitality analyst at global intelligence 
company Morning Consult, where she leads efforts to deliver real-time 
insights for decision-makers in the industry.

Prior to joining Morning Consult, she served as a director of consumer and culture analysis at 
Gartner, where she focused on behavior and expectations in travel (among other categories), 
particularly through a generational and cultural lens. In addition to her research and advisory 
background, Lindsey has more than a decade of experience in the advertising world. She has lived 
and worked in six cities across three continents.

Lindsey graduated from the University of Delaware with a bachelor’s degree in communications and 
holds a master’s degree in strategic communications from Villanova University. She’s also a mom to 
two tiny travelers of her own.
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